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ABSTRACT ' . 

With preliminary information from colliding beams relative to the 
coupling of photons with 7'high massn hadron states, we have extended the 
1960 Drell model for photons interacting with nucleons, to estimate off 
the mass-shell photon cross sections. Based on kinematic considerations 
as to the domain in which the propagator of the virtual intermediate 
particle is large, one can predict cross sections and configurations for 
the final produced events. 
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The theory for inelastic scattering off nucleons can be formulated in 

terms of ot(K,Q2) and oo(K,Q2}, the total cross sections for transverse 

and longitudinal or scalar "off the mass-shell" photons interacting with 

nucleons(') . K is the energy of an "on the. mass-shell" photon that produces 
2 

the same C. of M. energy of the final hadron system, and Q is the negative 

of the four momentum transfer squared. 

The most natural class of theories to account for these cross sections - 

has been the Vector Dominance theories based on the assumption that the 

p”, w and @ mesons saturate the photon coupling (2). 

The rough prediction of Vector Dominance models is: 

u&Q*) = . at(W) 

whereas the experimental observation is (3) 

2 

Qt(K,Q2) = p, 0) (2) 

In view of the fact that Vector Dominance is approximately true on 

the mass-shell, it would be surprising if this theory did not remain 
2 

approximately valid out to Q2s of the order of mp . At high Q2s however 

the contribution to the cross sections from thep, w and @ mesons should 

have become small and it is necessary to look elsewhere to account for the 

experimental results. 

In the belief that the photon coupling was almost completely saturated 

by the vector mesons, most theories have postulated a new form of fundamental 

interactions involving partons or constituent-like substructures of the 

nucleon(4'5t6). These theories are decoupled from other strong inter- 

action theories and involve a number of implicit as well as explicit 

assumptions. For example, it is implicitly assumed that the "effective 
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mass" of a constituent does not change after a collision, and for those 

theories which.involve fractionally charged, or spin one half, constituents 

it is assumed that these constituents are.prevented by some mechanism from 

appearing in the lab. However, with the successful operation of the Adone 

e+e- colliding beam storage ring, we now know that the photon does indeed 

couple .strongly to "high massv hadron states other than thep, w and 4 

mesons(7). The preliminary observations suggest that multipion final 

states are produced with cross sections of the order of those expected 

for "point" Dirac particles. 

The purpose of this note is to explore whether by using this fact 

we can explain inelastic electron scattering in conventional terms. We 

shall write the total cross section in the form: 

u&K ,a*) + .25i(K,Q*) 1 (3) 

The first term on the R.H.S. of equation (3) is assumed to be the Vector 

Dominance contribution and the second term is that due to the higher mass 

states coupled to the photon. The factors .75 and .25 are estimates based 

on the present tests as to the extent to which the Vector Dominance holds. 

The f(K,Q*) is evaluated below in the spirit of the 1960 Drell model (8) 

for evaluating total photon nucleon cross section. 

Fig. 1 shows the Drell model, diagrammatically. In this model Man 
. 

the mass-shell" photons. couple to a pion pair, one member of which is real . 

and the other virtual but close to the mass-shell. This virtual pion then 

interacts with the nucleon. This theory assumed the pion pair interacted 

with the photon via a point like cross section. (Vertex coupling of e 1, and 

predicted 
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otootal XP,Q*=O - e* l utotal(xF) 

( ) 

(4) 

Fig. 2 shows the analogous process for an off the mass-shell photon. 

The photon is assumed to interact with a group of bosons with an effective 

coupling constant of e. One of the bosons is virtual and procedes to the 

second vertex where it interacts with the nucleon. The photon has energy 

and four momentum (v,Q2), the group of produced bosons energy (1-r)V, and 

the intermediate particle (rV,t) and mass CL. As has been pointed out by 

West(') the domain for which this diagram Fig. 2 gives an appreciable 

contribution should be determined by the kinematic region for which the 

propagator of the virtual particle is large. At large values of Q2 and 

V the minimum value of the four momentum squared tmin is given by 
(9): 

1 (5) 

where the parameter x is the conventional x = Q*/~Mv, Mn is the residual 

mass of the products-at the nucleon vertex, and M is the nucleon mass. 

In terms of r, the energy partition factor 

M2n = 27344 + M2 + tmin 

and by substitution into equation (5) 

tmin= -, [,,,+4] 

(6) 

If I tminl < p2 the intermediate particle-is close to the mass-shell. 

If I tm-jnl > v2 the propagator of the intermediate particle will be small 

and the contribution to the cross section should be small. We first con- 

sider values of x<p/M. The range r values which lead to ItminI 5 P *. &-id 

which thus contribute appreciably to the cross section is then given by: 
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with 

, 

rLrmx= (&g - g) 
63) 

To estimate the cross section '~'t due to states other than the 

p, W,'and 0 we assume a one dimensional phase space distribution for r of 

the form (<n> - 1) (1 - r) 
60-2 dr where <n> is the average multiplicity. 

Then if the contribution to the cross section comes predominantly from 

1 tminl 5 p2 . 
t 

z (--l)rmax (9) 

and substituting from equation (8) into equation (9) 

U; (K,Q*) = a;-(K,O)(<n>;l)u* 
(10) 

If Ct-D - 5 and 1-1 2 2 f- m p, substitution of the result of equation (10) into 

equation (3) gives for large Q2 

0,(&Q*) "'p = ut(K, 0) - 0-u . l 

Q* ’ 

,which is indeed what is observed experimentally (3) . The essential point 

to note is that the restriction that the dominant contribution to the cross 
2 

section comes from four momenta transfers squared less than p has modified 

the on the mass shell cross section by the factor m$/Q*. 

As the r values contributing to the cross section are snail, the aver- 

age event will consist o$ a collimated group of high energy bosons carrying 

most of the energy and a low energy boson-nucleon collision with energy 
* . 
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E eff of the order of r 
LTBX 

V/2 'or, 

E & = 
eff *Q* 

(12) 

Using a value of P2 of the order of 0.5 GeV*, E.eff < 2 GeV for values of 

x > 0.06. Therefore for x > 0.06 there is no reason to expect identical 

cross sections for neutrons and protons. For x < 0.06 neutron and proton 

cross sections should be approximately identical and the overall behaviour 

should be closed to that predicted by "diffraction" models 0-G. 

For the kinematic region in which x > p/M, ItminI is always greater 

than p2 but is minimized when Mn = M 

or (13) 

As x increases beyond p/M the cross section.will be sharply cut into 

by the propag%tor of the intermediate virtual particle. This is indeed 

observed experimentally, at dropping drastically for x > .3. If it is assumed 

that the major contribution of the cross section comes from the neighbor- . 

hood where ItI is mimimized, the typical event configuration will consist 

of a collimated jet of bosons and a recoiling nucleon carrying kinematic 

energy along the direction of the momentum of the virtual photon of the 

order of x2N/2(l-x). There is no reason to expect the neutron and proton 

cross sections to be identical. 

In analogy with the theory for vector meson photo-production at low 

energies where the minimum momentum transfer is large we would expect the 

form for aft (K,Q*) to be (12) 

. . 

utt(K,Q2)Qi't(K,0)eBtmin (14) 
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In order to fit the experimentally observed cross sectional drop off for 

inelastic electron scattering with increasing x, B should be m j(GeV/c) 
-2 

. 

An interpolation formula which connects equations (3), (11) and (14) so that 

they are correct in their respective regions of .validity is: 

$(K Q*) ', =-,koi [s75(i,l$2Q2)2 + (4m,:d Q2) c3ty (15) 

where t min =-&- M2 

The first term corresponds to the contribution from Vector Dominance through 

thep, w and @mesons, the second term corresponds to the contribution from 

the higher mass states with an assumed final state multiplicity of five and 

the exponent multiplying the second tern allows for the large minimum uom-, 

entum transfer region. We believe that this equation should closely 

represent the actual Physics situation, and that event configurations should 

be as predicted by us above (13). 

It is clear if the foregoing is correct that experiments in different 

kinematic regions of x,and Q2 will check very different -physics and no 

single experiment will unequivocally select a "correct" theory. 

One further result follows from these considerations. On the basis 

of this model inelastic electron scattering should connect to e 
+ e-annil- 

ation into protons or antiprotons plus anything by crossing, in the range 

where 1 tmin 1 > h2 or for x > .8. Accordingly the cross sections would be 

connected in the region“for which VW2 as determined from inelastic electron 

scattering(3) is less than .Ol and we would therefore expect asymptotic 
+- cross sections for e e colliding beam machines to produce nucleons of the 

order of 10 -2 of the point Dirac cross section and therefore of the order 
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of 10 
-2 the actually experimentally observed e+e- colliding beam cross 

sections for multipion production. 

I wish to express appreciation both to the Physics Departmen< of 

University College for its hospitality, to my colleagues at University 

College for stimulating discussions and to the British Science Research 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1 Diagrammatic representation of the interaction of a photon 

("on the mass-shell") with a nucleon to give "anything" as 

in Ref. (8). The cross sectional contributions are assumed 

to come predominantly from t < m', , where t is the exchanged 

four momentum squared. 

Figure2 Diagrammatic representation of an off the mass-shell photon 

interacting with a nucleon to give "anything". The particles 

at the top vertex take off energy (1-r)V, the C. of M. energy 

of the products of the lower vertex are M n' The effective 

coupling of the top vertex is assumed to be of the order of e. 

The cross'sectional contributions are assumed to come pre- 

dominantly from It I< ~2, where p is the effective mass of the 

exchanged particle. This results in values of r less than 

p2/Q2 giving the dominant contribution to the cross section. 
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